
Board Meeting
March 23, 2019 7pm
Attending: Laura Hartwick, Gwen Tatsuno, Janet Massolo, Katrina Parkinson, Vici Whisner, Kathleen Alles

Treasurer’s Report
December trial not full entered, but currently at approximately $55,000
There is enough balance to do a donation or buy some new equipment.
Katrina suggests a new computer to have one for the third ring, it is approx $1000, she will get an estimate from Holly before we 
decide on that purchase.
Ernie mentioned that we could use new tunnel bags, he will send an email to the board.

July Trial
There is a discrepancy in dates, we need to make sure it’s the weekend of 20/21.
There are fewer opportunities for Team this year, so since we have a 3 day trial we could offer. Friday will be a smaller trial day. 
Team either on Friday or mixed in with Saturday classes. 

Survey Results from the December Trial:
Pros:
Location-many likes
Paco-many likes
Schedule-many likes
Dates-many likes
2nd round steeple
Roger’s food
everything
on time
steeple round 1 first class of day

Cons:
Footing-many dislikes
val reiner-courses
cody keraga-courses and not nice to newbies

Suggestions:
surface could be groomed better
would like to know approximate time schedule
no good place to warmup dogs or have warmup jumps
rude behavior of dogs sitting near rings
don’t change a thing
great
make it 2 days
get done before dark
rotations caused not enough workers
designate more than 5 minutes from end of walk to first dog so it’s clear and enough time to prepare dogs early in that group
too many classes offered

majority supports BIS
majority supports fix and go (although many people reported they didn’t use this option)

Footing:
For next time at Thorsen’s, ring will get watered and dragged every night

BIS Policy discussion:
SMART received an email from a competitor asking that they not have to wear the panties for safety reasons. It’s suggested that 
they not have to wear them, standard is the only tough spot because of the time spent on the table. Perhaps require only in 
standard? What about dogs who stop on contacts?
It was offered up to move male dogs who didn’t want to run after a BIS, one person took advantage of this, SMART wants the 
competitors to feel comfortable running with BIS. It didn’t seem like a big deal at the trial.
Janet wants to make sure people with male dogs are also listened to.
Perhaps we should revisit the policy after each trial to make sure it’s fair to everyone, so it’s fine tuned to where most people are 
happy.
Proposal for July trial-Make panties optional in the ring, even in standard. Maybe run BIS last in standard and spray table off with 
vinegar water after they run. 
Alternate policy idea-require panties in standard. If they aren’t wearing panties, they would be required to have a mat at the startline. 
We could try it.

Final BIS Policy for July Trial: 
The board voted to make panties optional in the ring. They are required for walking around the show grounds, except for in the potty 
areas. If not wearing panties, handlers are required to provide their own mat on the startline for their BIS. BIS will run last in their 
heights in standard, the table will be sprayed off with vinegar water after the BIS run.



Titlemania
The person who was interested in chairing it is no longer interested. Gwen asked if there’s a plan in place for bringing in new trial 
chairs to get some new people in. Katrina suggested that Gwen spear head an email to the club to see if there are any people in 
SMART who are interested in chairing, doing secretary, or any other jobs to get some new people in there. Maybe there are some 
club members who would like to try doing some of these jobs.
Vici is happy to have new co-chairs for the new years trial. Ernie and Katrina have been co-chairing the July trial for a while, if 
someone is interested in co-chairing new people would be welcome, same with March/April trial.
Perhaps a sign up board for volunteering at the next trial?

Email List
Laura is worried that the club google email group is acting weird, Vici was trying to add people on it when the memberships came in. 
She is going to test out with a test email to the club, and see if people reply if they are getting the emails. She is also testing the 
board google email group to make sure that everyone is on it. 

The meeting was adjourned at 7:50pm


